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tavihutasuhut@yahoo.co.id Abstract- A business environment with high competition
requires higher efficiency, not just operating efficiency but also the funding efficiency.
One of the causes of funding inefficiency is the hj gh cost of debt as a result of earni0_gs
man2!Jeme'llJ?.!:ectices that can reduce investoq_confidence in the company's financial
statements. The practice of eami!J.9S man~ment has attract~ practitioners,
researchers, and regulators _2y develop various detecting models and develop standards
such as Wernational Financial Reporting Standard (I FRS).
To analyze influence the effect of earnings management on cost of debt, this study uses
three approaches: competing-component model, business model, and discreti~ry
revenue model. The approach used is to review the capability of the linear regression
model that is formed and to perform comparative analysis among the regression
models formed by data from manufacturing companies ltsted in the Indonesia Stock
Exchange for the years 2007-2011 as data before the IFRS implementation and 20122015 for data after the I FRS implementation.
Based b n the results of data processing obtained evidence that earnings management
negatively affect tb e cost of debt using the three approaches but the model formed with

business model aP.proach has stronger than the regression equation formed with other
models. When ~o mpared to the_.period before and after the implementation of IFRS,
seen earnings management practices have decreased and the effect on t he cost of deb
becomes smaller.
Keywords - Earning Management Cost of Debt IFRS I. INTRODUCTION At this time
there is increased intensity of competition between companies.
The main cause of the increase in competition is because competition has occurred not
only within a country but also between countries. Regulatory deregulation contributes
to increased c~etition as it removes the usual barriers to inter-state trade. This makes
all companies b:!!J st be able to improve their competitiveness in order to survive and
thrive in global compet1t1on.
Only efficient companies can win the competition. Such efficiency can be sourced from
the technical process of production to the ability to obtain the most efficient funding.
Efforts to achieve efficiency regarding production process is the field of non-accounting
studies.
In addition to production efficiency, management needs to focus attention on funding
efficiency. Theoretically, all funds used by the comp~ either paid ~the owner or the
debt obtained from the creditor bear certain costs, bere1nafter referred to a~ Cost of
Capital (Coq. This means that CoC will be one of the cost components that will
determine the company's ability to compete.
TABLE I.
LENDING RATE AND REAL INTEREST RATE 2015 Country Lending Rate(%) Real Interest
Rate (%) Indonesia 12.663
8.089
Malaysia 4.585
4.980
Thailand 6.563
3.650
Singapore
5.350
6.330
United States of America
3.260
2.160
Japan
1.143

-0.090
Brazil 43.958
33.416
Russia
15.717
6.996
India 10.008
7.956
China 4.350
4.810
South Africa
9.417
5.252
S,_oC consists of two co~nents, nam~ the cost component of its own capital,
~reinafter referred to as the Cost of Eqillt}l (Co E) and the cost com~nent of the debt
obtained from the creditor, which we shall refer to as ~he Cost of Deb] (CoD). The COD
value in a country can be measured by the lending rate in that country.
Table 1 is a summary of data published by World Bank through
http://data.worldbank.org related to lending rate data and real interest rate. Based on
these data, Indonesia's real interest rate was ranked 10th (8.089%) of the 11 countries.
Indonesia's real interest rate is only smaller than that of Brazil in that period (in 2015)
experienced considerable economic turmoil.
Altho~!Jh (1) uses the old data, but can provide a fairiY..,9ood ~lanation why the cost of

borrowing m Indonesia is relatively high. The results of this stu~ indicate that Indonesia
is ranked in the last of 34 countries studied in the informative earnings accounting
(earnl!!g opacJ.ty). These results reinforce the notion that there is a high probability of
CoD as a result of high investment risk within the company.
The risk in this case is the risk as a result oft~ quality of information published by the
company. [be COJ!lPanr. does not provide information that enables investors to forecast
the beliefs about the future of the company so that investors increase the CoD as
compensation for the risk of unclear information. Earning Management (EM) activity is
theoretically one of the causes of the lack of informativeness of financial statements.

This is still a debate because some research concludes that EM lmt;~rove the quality of
information. iwP.1ovill9 thEl.Quati!Y...9j these financial statements b~use management
includes information related to prospects of the company, where such information is not
disclosed or Incorporated into the financial statements if only following the usual

standards. The action of EM in this definition is then known as beneficial earning
management.
However, this is on!)' possible in caejtal markets with high levels of information
efficiency. In fact, $2n the other hand, few studies have concluded that the Indonesian
capital market is efficient (2) while most research concludes that the Indonesian cag_ital
prk~ is inefficient [(3); (4)]. Low market efficiency levels indicate that there is
mformation asymmetry in which management has better information than others.
Earning Management will reduce earning quality. Earning quality can reflect risk. where
low earning quality is a high risk reflection for capital owners who wish to invest their
funds within the firm (5). Some studies such as (6) and (7) attempt to distinguish them
by examini!}g the relationsh ip betwee.n the two.
The study obtained results consistent with the theory that the actions taken by
management in order to direct the rate of profit at the desired level will degrade the
quality of information from the reported earnings in the financial statements. One of the
causes that allegedly increases the information asymmetry is the difference in standards
used in various countries.
In response to this there is an attempt ,t o reduce information asymmetry by designing
and encouraging the implementation of International Financial Reporti Qg of I FRS
Standards). This research l8J who sameled companies in Europe concluded that IFRS
implementation could reduce information as_ymmel!.Y.And improve the relia gjjity of
financial statements in predicting future circumstances.
The ~:,esults of this stu.Qy a~ in line with (9) but contrm to the results of (10) studies
concluding that for companies listed in the Brazil stock exchange the IFRS
implementation does not provide a significant influence on reducing information
asymmetry. This difference is most likely due to differences in ~he level of market
efficien0i between Europe and Brazil.
Implementation studies of IFRS implications, especially in relation to the relationship of
information asymmetry with various other variables, are very strong to be done in the
Indonesian capital market. Based on this research, this study aims to examine whether
there are differences in 't he effect of earnio_g management practices on cost of debt
b efore and after the 1molementat10n of IFRS.
This is interesting enough to examine because one of the objectives of I FRS
implementation is to reduce the uncertainty of information resulting in increased cost of

funds including debt costs. II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. 'Cost of Debt.(CoQ) Cost of Debt
~oQl refers to the cost of debj borne by the company either from long-term debt or
short-term debt.

aspects of successful enterprise

The cost of debt can be seen directly from the interest rate charged to the overall debt
of the company. (11) Explains that the interest rate char ged on a debt can be viewed
directly as a borrowing cost Accumulatively, CoD can be easily obtained rn the ftnancial
~tatements recorded as interest expense.

Regarding performance measurement. profit becomes the most important part that is
often used as the basis of assessment. This perspective drives profit into an object laden
with interests. Profit informativity becomes one of the readers request financial
statements in order to conduct an assessment of future profits and risks associated with
the company.

The interest ~ense arises from the interest paid_!y the company to the lender. The
amount of interest ~ the company is determined.bv the amount of debt earned
and the ·nterest rate char gedb;' the creditor.
be amount of deQ! of the company is fluctuating because it is influenced by the
payment of matured debt as well as new loan.

There is a considerable amount of empirical researctuelated to the association between
earnings and stock prices. Research (18) shows that the rt>lation§hl!U!etween eam
and stock prices is higher than other estimates in financial statements such as sales, cash
flow, inventory turnover, and so on. The second role of accounting is related to
company management.

Th1s also has implications for fluctuating interest payments. In addition to bein
determined by the amount of debt, another factor determining the amount of in teres(
payments is the debt quality of the enterprise. The creditor will be willing to provide a
low interest rate if the debt is of good quality. The quality of the debt IS determined by
default or unpaid risk.

This arises in tandem with a clear separation between the owner of the com pan_
(shareholder) and management especially for the open company. Agency theory
explains that along with the separation of the function in which management has a
personal interest, the conformity between the company's objectives and the owner's
goals can not be guaranteed

The smaller the risk of default, then the debt can be said to be more qualified. (122 and

The financial statements, especially the calculation of profit into one of th~gaug~s how
h;nagement P,erforms its functions as an agent of the owner. Based on that (22) ~tates
that one of tp[ functions of the finanCial statement~ is to limit management to act in the
interests of management. The definition of Earning Management (EM) varies
considerably depending on the underlying perspectives of the expert trying to define
the definition.

(13) and many other researchers stated that the credit rating would determine the

G!erest rate cha~ for the debt. Cost of Debt (CoD) measurement can be done easily.
literature studies conducted to find several ways to measure (proxy) debt load is as
follows: 1.
The proportion of Interest on Average Debt is the most commonly used way is to
calculate the proportion of interest borne by the company compared to the average
debt obtained. [(14), (15), (16), (17), (18), (19), (20)). The data requ ired to calculate the
proportion of interest t an be obtained in the financial statements. 2.
Credit Rating (Bond Rating) although not used directly as a proxy of CoD, but credit
rating is often used as an illustration of the condition of the debt because the rational
credit rating greatly affect interest rates. A good rating will make CoD relatively smaller
and vice versa. Credit Rating is a credit rating of a company issued by a rating agency.
Some studies that use credit ratings such as (12) using the S & P credit rating. (212 uses
ratings from various sources available in the Compustat database, (13) using The Taiwan
C.2.[P,Orate Cred:t R1sk In~ (TCRI). B. Earning Management (EM) Performance

Some of these meani!!_gS are n~ative while others are positive. The notion is
complementary, so ·t is difficult to make a complete definition and cover all aspects of
EM. In general, the definition of EM can be divided into three groups: the definition that
views the EM as a bad action (a negative point of view), a definition that views EM as an
action that aims to increase firm value (positive), and a neutral definition.
From a negative point of view of the EM, it can be said that EM is an action that uses
various mechanisms aimed at misinter;i;lring the financial statements in interpreting
the financial statements for mani!£Jem n purposes. This will reduce the transparency
and informativeness of the financial statements. In this sense EM is an action that should
not be done and will be a loss or cost to investors.

On the other hand, some experts view EM as an action that can increase the value of the
c~any This understandin_g explains that EM is an opportunity the man<t9er conv~Y,S
her exg_ectations throY.gh the Information she has about future cash flow. The
assumption that management did EM to share private information to the oubl1o was
also submitted by (23).
Differences in outlook on EM are also evident from studies conducted within the EM
area. The study, which tends to be in the opportunistic earning management type,
concludes that EM is driven by management's desire to obtain higher (24), avoiding loss
reporting and profit decline (25) and other research.
The EM action 1n this negative perspective is carried out by management by making
decisions that alter the financial statement information so that the published report
describes the company in a condition consistent w1th the expectations of external
parties in which the conditions tend to benefit. In this perspective, earnings
management has violated the purpose of financial reporting is to present useful
information in decision-making of interested parties.

C. Implementation of International Financial Reportmg Standard (I FRS) The development
of business that leads to globalization has pushed the need for reporting standards so
that the financial statements generated by the co.m~Y can b~ understood globally.
The issue of standardization is a mal2f concern that encourages accounting
stakeholders to seek a breakthrough to achieve that goal. After attempting various
~chanisms, adoption and harmonization QLinternational Fmancial ~rtiQ.9 Standal},j,
I.ER...Sl became the way forward to encourage the standardization of financial statements.
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Turkey (8) emphasizes one of the benefits of IFRS's focus on the fair value concept by
saying that the concept of fair value facilitates investors who need the most up-to-date
information in their decision-making as they understand the company's last condition
for cash foreca. sting. The two opinions above conclude that I FRS implementation will
improve the guality of financia( statement information.
Based on the above, theoretically can be said that the im~ementation of I FRS can
encourage the reliabi!i!Y of financial statements' because the information presented
more informative and updated. Conceptually this l;;i11 reduce information llimme!
sourced from information differences that are known ~ man!,Qement than information
that can be obtained by investors including one of the financial statemenj information.
This theoretical concept has encouraged various studies to test these allegations.
Several studies focused on examining the impact of I FRS implementation on the _
company. Li's research (29) and (30) show that the 1mplementation of I FRS encourages a
decrease in the cost of equity borne by the firm. Different results are shown by Gao (7)
,t hat disclosure of new information.._Qfesented as a result of IFRS im~mentation can not
mprove investors' predictive capabilities.
Turldsh Research (8) states that I FRS implementation contains key factor factors that can
reduce information asymmetry, thus lowering th.e cost of e.ruillY., Mohammadrezaei (9)
conducted a literature study and concluded that the majority of research concludes that
I FRS implementation reduces information asymmetry which reduces cost of equity but
still recognizes that some research has led to different conclusions. Ill. CONCEPTUAL
FRAMEWORK A.

Gatsios (1 states that I FRS is a set of accounting standards issued by the International
Accountiug Standards Board (lAS B) aimed at producing a high quality typical model for
international accounting standards to provide information to users of financial
statements. Ball (26) states clearly that the presentation of financial statements based on
IFRS will make the financial statements more reliable by investors because it is easy to
understand so as to reduce information IDmmetl)'.

Effect of Earn1Q9S Man~gement on Cost of D~ Earning management actions by
management by utilizing their access to discretionary accruals will degrade the quality
of information so as to enhance mformation asymmetry. The results of (31) s,2edfically
gives conclusions that make a significant contribution in the formation of this research is
that earning man_!9ement gives a positive influence on cost of eq_u_IDI either d.l!e~ or
l.bro~gh mformat~ asymmetry.

Lee (27) expressed a similar opinion that international standards will increase disclosure
of information that reduces information asymmetry and thus reduces risk. In addition to
standardization issues, I FRS leads to the improvement of the W li..ty of th~ company's
financial statements. Epstein (28) say that IFRS requires a high standard, transparency,
and capability compared with other financial statements to help investors in global
markets and other financ1al staternen~ users.

Other studies (32), (33), and (34) yield the same conclusion that earning management
has a positive effect on cost of equity. Bhattacharya (1) also provides a complete picture
of the overall aspects of earning management that make financial reports less
informative. Research Miller and Martinez (35) who examines the relationsbi£ of ~rning
management with debt concluded the negative effect of earnillgs management o
credit rating, which means earning management has a positive effect on cost of debt

The study is in line with (36) who found e'1lR.!.rical evidence that ratiQ.g agencies will
lower credit ratings if it detects management earning management. However, (37) needs
to be considered because it gives different results while conducting research with span
of up to 30 years with the number of samples reached 6,076 companies actually resulted
in the conclusion that there is no effect of income smoothing one way from earning
management to cost of equity.
Arya (38) who also conducts research i.Q. the United States finds the fact that earning
management actions by managers do not always adversely affect investors. Fattouh(39),
which examines the relationship of earning management with cost of debt also found
the conclusion of no effect of earning management on the determination of cost of
debt. Based on the above, it is relatively ~ ifficult to estimate t.h.; impact of earning
man~gement on cost g! equity.
The results of these studies provide random results. There are some allegations that may
cause this. First the management's earning management action has a goal that varies
between supplementing earning management and utilizing earning management for
personal benefits (opportunistic earning management).
Second, there are a11!,9ations how some methods of measuring earning management is
not always 1n accordance with th~ conditions so 1t can not detect earnings management.
To address some of the above assumptions, this study as described previously will
integrate some earning management measurements. Based on the abov~ explanation
above, this research is still built on hypothesis that earning management action will have
positive effect p n cost of eg~ and cost of debt.

B.
Influence lm~mentation International Financial Reporting Standards (IF.BS,
imPlementation of International Financial REill_ortil}9 Standard (I FRS) will be used as a
subset variable forming sample. This means that the researchers suspect there will be
differences in influence between variables studied before and after the 1ml?.!._ementat1on
of IFRS.
This is driven by the I FRS development concept that seeks to reduce information
asymmet~ [(26), ((27,28)]. The decrease in information asymmetry is derived from
1m_provirrg the ~a!i!Y of mformat1on and more complete disclosure. Not only have an
effect on information asymmetry, but I FRS implementation based on various empirical
studies is also able to decrease cost of equity ~nd cost of debt (29,30) The separation of
this sub-sample is also very much in line with the results of (9) and (8) that there are

significant differences in accounting practice an the areas studied in each of these
studies.
Due to the compatibil!!)' between these various empirical studies with the objective of
I FRS implementation to reduce information asymmetry then this research will conduct
multigroup procedure ItO obtaan emrurlcai evidence that implementation I FRS gives a
difference for the influence between the variables studied. This procedure will be
performed for all pathways to and from the information asymmetry variable.
IV.
METHODOLOGY This study was conducted on b:ll!nufactunog comQanies listed on the
Indonesia Stock Exchange dunng the period of observation 2007 to 2016. The sample
companies were selected as many as 129 companies with the number of observed
financial statements of 1,161 10-year financial statements. The CoD measurements in
this study will follow the measurements used by various studies such as (14), (40), (16),
(1 5), and others.
The formula used is: Approach measurement of Earning Management (EM) will use
approach built by t41) that is Business Model, that is as follows: TAt : Total Accrual
perusahaan i pada period t.
INT: Intercept atau konstanta ? REV~t : Perubahan dalam penjualan. PPE~t : Pro2erty~
Plant and !9!!!Pmentperusahaan 1Q_ada periode t Ai,t· 1 : Total Asset ~rusahaan 1oada
periode t -1.
ROAi,t- 1 : Return on Asset (ROA) perusahaan i pada pen ode t-1 NCWCi,t-1 : Non Cash
Working Capital (NCWC) (Aictiva Iancar dikurangi hutang Ia ncar dengan mengeluarkan
proporsi hutaug]a...Qg ~an)ang ya ~ akan segera jatuh tempo dank as) yang
dideflasikan dengan asset periode sebelumnya) : Normal Non-Cash Working Capital
yang dihltung dengan rumusan berikut Dep : Depreciation rate (Beban depresiasi dibagi
PPE) Hypothesis testing will be used with regression analysis whereas to see the effect of
I FRS implementation will use multigroup analysis (42). V. DISCUSSION This research is a
preliminary research so that the developed model is relatively simple.
The focus of th1s research IS related to earnuJ_gs malle9ement debt costs, and IFRS
implementation. Before conducting further analysis, a descriptive analysis of these
variables is performed. This is done to obtain more complete framework for the next
stage of analysis.
Earning management practices decreased slightly after I FRS implementation.
This is evident from the declining discretionary accrual value calculated using the

business model (41). The decrease in value is particularly evident during grouping of
samples before and after the applicatio~ IFRS. The I FRS implementation period prior

gu_11'J.9 man_!gement on cost of del:!j changes before _aDd after the implementation o
IFRS

to 2012 has a higher average"k_lue of.discretiolliD..A_ccruals over the next period.
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